Consortium Repository Administrator
- Creates tenants
- Creates users

Tenant Alpha
- Customizes tenant
- Creates Admin Sets & Collections
- Creates other managers, editors, depositors, and viewers
- Can delete objects & collections
  - Tenant Alpha Manager
  - Tenant Alpha Editor
  - Tenant Alpha Depositors
    - Views a work restricted to their authentication group
  - Tenant Alpha Authenticated Viewers

Tenant Beta
- Multi-Tenant Manager
  - Edits collection metadata
  - Reviews, enhances, approves uploaded works
  - Releases an embargo or lease on a work
  - Does not delete works or collections
  - Tenant Beta Depositors
    - Deposits work
    - Creates an embargo/lease on a work
  - Tenant Beta Proxy-Depositor

Tenant Gamma
- Multi-Tenant Manager
  - Edits collection metadata
  - Reviews, enhances, approves uploaded works
  - Releases an embargo or lease on a work
  - Does not delete works or collections
  - Tenant Gamma Depositors

Tenant Delta
- Multi-Tenant Manager
  - Edits collection metadata
  - Reviews, enhances, approves uploaded works
  - Releases an embargo or lease on a work
  - Does not delete works or collections
  - Tenant Delta Depositors

Multi-Tenant Editorial Committee
- Edits collection metadata
- Reviews, enhances, approves uploaded works
- Releases an embargo or lease on a work
- Collection-specific Approvers

Authenticated Viewers
- Views a work restricted to their authentication group

Public Viewers
- Views any public work

Depositors
- Deposits work
- Creates an embargo/lease on a work